FATIMA // SEUM // GRKZTR

A DI SNEYLA ND
FOR CA THOLI CS
W hen Gaspard, Piotr and Fred came up
with the idea of a SEUM/ FATIMA
split we were still confined here in
France. After a few exchanges with the
guys, we learned that the split was
aiming for a very limited and collector
release on Vinyl!
And pretty quick the project started to
be much more tangible and clear :
SEUM would be covering one of our
songs on the A-side and we would be
covering one of theirs on the B-side !
W hat?s nice is that a few weeks after
having those conversations, we finally had the opportunity to rehearse again, as the
first lockdown was over in France.
We first tried to cover their song SEUM but ended up not being good enough
rhythmically to match the original song... As we also loved the riffs of their song
Raining Br ick s a lot, and thought the chorus was a blast, we gave it a try the next
week and it worked great!
We knew that we wanted to incorporate a little something to it in order to make
the song blend more organically with our other songs and style. So we thought
about the one thing we had in FATIMA that was not in SEUM and it was the
guitar obviously !

So basically we decided to keep the
structure of the song as it is, to keep the
riffs and the heavy drum and bass sound
as it is, and then bring some Arabians
melodies into the mix, and some longing
vocals on the chorus that could blend in
those Arabian melodies !
We also added an oriental solo, with
some new bass parts in the middle of the
song in order to leave space for Maxime?s
Ravish Star effect pedal, and its Indian
drone sounds in the background.
Now concer ning the r ecor ding
sessions, it w as r eal l y r eal l y DIY!
It just so happens that we were in the
recording process of the pre-productions of our new songs for our next album.
We had just bought a Behringer sound card and were using it during the rehearsals, at
the Basement rehearsal studiosin Paris, where we usually practice every week.
We recorded the Raining Br ick s skeleton live (Bass-Drums-Lead Guitars) in the
room, just as we did for every other songs we were working on at that time.
Then we recorded the solos, the vocals, the guitar overdubs at home, directly with a
PC mic, using Audacity. It?s obviously not the best gear to have a top notch
sounding recording but well, at that time it was only meant to be a pre-prod !
The initial idea was to record a better version in a
professional studio later in the year, along with our new
album. Unfortunately by the end of November, we
learned that we will be confined again in France, and
we?re still locked down as I write those lines?
So we told the guys from SEUM that we couldn?t have a
more polished record before months maybe and they told
us to send them our pre-prod anyway, to have a look at it.
The next day they told us that, with some mastering and
mixing tricks, it will be totally exploitable for the Split !

It?s really a little miracle that this
cover that we composed and
recorded in the course of two
weeks, made a little pre-prod out of
it, will now end up on a vinyl with
the amazing Sal iva Bath cover by
SEUM !
And that artwork is KILLER . It
blow our minds litteraly. It has all
those Metal Hurlant, Moebius and
Geoff Darrow influences that we love
so much and is very unique in it?s
own way! Love it!
We?re very happy with this split as a
whole, it?s a great combination of
craftings from Gor k a, SEUM and
FATIMA and it will also probably
be the only thing we will be able to
release before 2021 at least, given
the climate in France, and the
impossibility for us to go in a proper
studio before months !
We hope you?ll enjoy this split as much as we loved playing and
recording Raining Br ick s!
We love playing the song, and it will be part of our future setlist
when? . W el l , w hen w e w il l be abl e to pl ay l ive again!

FATIMA loves oriental melodies, doom metal, new wave,
post-punk, Ray Harryhausen's monsters, gross cartoons,
non-feathered dinosaurs, Paul Verhoeven's cinema and
Bacalhau à Brás.
The name FATIMA is a reference to the religious city of
Fátima in Portugal that looks like a Disneyland for Catholics.
The band was born in 2015 in the boring suburbs of
Paris/ France where no one listens to anything but french
"Variété" and Reggae Dancehall.
We sound like a gangbang between Nirvana, Melvins, Electric
Wizard, The Cure, Satan's Satyrs and the Lawrence of Arabia
movie score.
FATIMA self-released its debut album called Moaner in march 2018, and their
second album Turkish Delights on April 10th 2020 Via Musikoeye
(http:/ / musiko-eye.fr/ )
FATIMA is JC (drums), Maxime(Bass) and Antoine(Guitar and vocals)

Check out FATIMA: on SPOTIFY INSTAGRAM @FATIMA_DOOM_BAND
and BANDCAMP.

RA I NI NG BRI CK S
2020 has been a difficult year for everyone, full of doubts, anxieties, psychological,
mental and often physical violence. It is in this context that I started to write
Raining Br ick s.
For a few decades now, in France, where I grew up, the repression of social
movements has only been getting tougher, liberticidal laws are swarming and state
racism is becoming more and more blatant!
This piece is therefore a cry of anger against the police state and its violence, but it
is also a call for unity in the struggle against oppression and all forms of
discrimination.
As for the title of the song, it's clearly a nod to
Raining Blood by Slayer, a band we've always
liked!
Music is a way for me to express my feelings
and thoughts. It's also a wonderful tool to
connect, meet, share emotions with the
audience. And it is these encounters and the
sum of these energies that feed my creativity
and help me compose. (Gaspard)

BA SS ONLY: WHY A ND HOW?

Well, the shortest answer would be
?why not?? but let?s try to dig a bit
deeper. W hen I started playing in
bands back in the late 90?s I didn?t even
imagine you could have a different
line-up
than
the
standard
drums/ bass/ guitars holy trio. Having 2
vocals in my former band 6-DTC was
already unusual so dropping the guitar
completely?Nah, forget about it.
The revelation came with Shrüm. At the time (early 2000?s) we were totally obsessed
with Acid Bath, spending most of our time drinking expired cheap wine (yeah I
know, it is supposed to get better with time but it doesn?t really work like that with
the cheaper stuff) at Gorka?s hideout while singing along ?Screams of the Butterfly?
with some others young fellow metal-heads.
Anyway, I was pretty surprised when I showed up one night and found the crowd
breaking our daily routine and nodding to a new unheard band: imagine a mix of
agonizing shrieks, hypnotizing drum patterns and groovy low tuned basses? That
was Shrüm, Acid Bath?s bassist Audie Pitre (RIP)?s other project. I quickly joined the
rest of the crew in the headbanging ritual, seduced by the sound, music and vibe: we
all realized that you don?t need a guitar to sound heavy as hell. The only issue was
that our usual drink wouldn?t be a match to the brutality of the band, we would
need to make a trip to the liquor store for something stronger...
Since that day I always kept the idea of a
one-bass-driven band in the back of my
mind (picture the pros of a guitarless
line-up: no need to tune anymore, more
room in the car and way faster
soundchecks): it would eventually take
nearly 20 years and a trip to the other
side of the globe to achieve that.

Playing with only one bass brought its load of challenges. At first, we only used one
amp, switching the fuzz on and off and using a wah occasionally. But that tended to
be quickly repetitive. Moreover, that setting lacked the mid/ high frequencies we are
all used to hearing in traditional line-ups, you could definitely feel there was
something missing. To be heard and considered as a ?real band? we had to find a
solution to that.

It came in the form of a A/ B/ Y split and an
additional guitar amp: basically the A/ B/ Y split
pedal allows you to switch the signal coming
from the bass and plug it to two different amps, a
bass amp and a guitar amp: you can play with
one, the other or both at the same time. To make
sure we don?t break the guitar amp we also
passed the signal through an equalizer to remove
the lowest frequencies: at the end of the process
the bass on the guitar side sounds like a very
low-tuned guitar. W ith such a setting, we went
from 3 different possible sounds to 9!
W ith such a minimalist line-up and effect
setting, now the only limit is our imagination.
Looking forward for the lock-down to end and
present our tunes to the world live!

Regarding the Split, we
have known FATIMA for
years (way before we
moved
to
Montreal),
played our first gigs
together in the moldy
caves of Paris and shared
more than one hang-over.
It has always been a dream
of us to release a vinyl so
the idea of a split 7' came
quite naturally.
FATIMA?s music is super catchy, melodic and a bit insidious: the more you listen to
it the more you like it! For our cover, we picked Sal iva Bath from their latest
album Tur k ish Del ights, a very catchy tune, and gave it the SEUM treatment: we
scrapped the guitars and focused on the groove of the song, trying to make the
verse and chorus hypnotic and a bit industrial. To make the end of the song even
more brutal we decided to slow it down compared to the original. At the end of the
day you can still recognize the song but I think we managed to give it a different
flavor. (Piotr)
REGA RDI NG THE RECORDI NG
For this EP, we decided to take our production to the next level, and improve over
our latest live recording method used for Summer of Seum. The recording took
two days and a half: one day for drums, one day for bass and half a day for vocals. In
addition to our FATIMA cover, we also recorded our
Prince cover that we released earlier this year for
Halloween. It was a significant recording and mixing
challenge, as we used a lot of new tools and we wanted to
wrap up the production in a short amount of time. We
wanted to try this new production process on a smaller
release first, and use that experience to take another step
for our next piece. We are extremely happy with the
results and hope you will enjoy it, whether on your hifi
sound system, in your car or through your earbuds.

Dr ums r ecor ding
For the drums, we used 11
microphones:
two
microphones
for
the
overheads, two microphones
for
the
snare,
two
microphones for the kick, one
microphone for each three
toms, and two microphones
far from the kit to get the
room reverberation. This is a
pretty standard configuration
and it definitely captured well
my drums performance!

Bass r ecor ding
For the bass, we recorded the sound from
two amplifiers. The first amplifier was an
Orange guitar amp. The sound from the
amp was recorded with four microphones:
one Shure SM57, one Shure PGA52
(which is actually a drum kick
microphone), and a dual cardioid RODE
microphone (which was also used to
record the drums room reverberation) a
few feet away from the cab. On the Prince
cover, we only used the dual cardioids
microphone to get the sound, while on
the FATIMA cover we only used the
SM57 and PGA52 blended together. The
sound we got from this setup was
exceptional!
The second amp used for the bass recording was a traditional bass
amp. The same microphones were used. We got a good
stoner-doom bass sound from this setup in order to complement
the higher frequencies of the Orangeamp.

Vocal r ecor ding
For the vocals, we used a SM57 with anti-pop. W hile the instruments were
recorded at Studio 365, the vocals were recorded at Boite à Musique in Hochelaga. It
was also a nice studio, and conveniently close to Gaspard?s place (who broke his foot
a few weeks before the recording session but that?s another story!).
Other tool s
All the microphones were recorded through Focusrite
preamps and sound card, and connected to my Macbook pro.
The tracking was done with Reaper while the mixing was
done in Pro Tools.
Mixing pr ocess
After the recording was done, I started working on the
mixing and mastering of the two tracks. The Princecover was
done first, as the target release was Halloween, just one week
after finishing recording. The FATIMA cover was mixed
over a longer period of time at the end of October and
beginning of November.

One of the major challenges for the mix was to get a good blend of the bass amp and
the guitar amp. Too much guitar amp and we lose the signature sound of Piotr's
bass, too much bass amp and we lose clarity. I managed to hit a good trade-off that
delivers a pretty unique, bass-heavy guitar sound.
The other challenge was to get a hitting snare and kick sound that could match the
best metal production out there. Both instruments were actually reinforced with
samples that we took during the tracking. Because the samples were taken without
the cymbals playing, they did not contain bleed from them and therefore could be
equalized and compressed as much as I wanted.
The mixing was done entirely with digital plugins from W aves and other audio
companies. The mastering was done using Izotope Ozone 9 which has a great
multiband compressor and limiter.
The mix was later modified to provide a mono file for the vinyl press. Rather than
just downmixing everything (add left and right channels of the stereo mix), we
actually removed a few tracks in order to clarify the mix (for example, the doubling
track of the vocals and orange amp was removed). The sub bass frequencies were
cut too, as they can introduce problems when the vinyl is played with some systems.
I also mixed the song from FATIMA, while they did the recording themselves. The
source material was very different from what we recorded, but it sounded killer
nonetheless. (Fred)
Check out SEUM on SPOTIFY, INSTAGRAM (@SEUMTHEBAND) and
BANDCAMP.

Rai ni ng Bri ck s (SEUM cov er b y FA TI M A )
Ti me to f i gh t ! I t's i n th e street !
Standi ng to protect th i s rotten system
I t?s ti me to f uck th e pol i ce, end th e rabi d ab scess !
For too l ong th ey oppress !
For too l ong th ey aggress !
Ri gh t NOW !
For too l ong th i s system, Break i ng my nerv es
Dressed i n bl ack ready to attack
Prepari ng f or w ar, get ready to di e
Come on comrade tak e part i n th e game

Sal i v a Bath (FA TI M A cov er b y SEUM )
I 'm goi ng to f ai l you
Not today, b ut someday soon
Sw i mmi ng i n your aroma b ath of sal i v a
Was such a bl ast !
Wi th a l i ttl e b i t of research
I t's omi nous, omi nous
I cov ered i t up w i th perf ume
Omi nous, omi nous
I 'm goi ng to f ai l you
Not today, b ut someday soon
Sw i mmi ng i n your aroma b ath of v ani l l a
Was such a bl ast !
Wi th a l i ttl e b i t of research
I t's omi nous, omi nous
I t's al l cov ered up w i th perf ume
I t's omi nous, omi nous

W hen SEUM's bassist Piotr approached me about doing the artwork for an
upcoming split 7 inch vinyl with FATIMA, he already brought to the table the
concept of doing a pop-up inside the vinyl sleeve. The goal was to produce an
ultra-limited beautiful cool hand crafted object. We would design, print, and
construct the vinyl sleeve with the pop-up ourselves.
DIY for l ife baby!
CYBERPUNK COPS V S DOWNLOA DED DEM ONI C A LI ENS:
I was given carte blanche"for the theme, something which is always cool but can also
be very challenging as one as to build a whole concept from the ground up.
My first reflex was to seek refuge in the habitual themes used in the
doom/ sludge/ stoner scene for inspiration, but the more I thought about it the more
it seemed a bit lazy, mundane, and not very
exciting. Surely I could end up with something
else...
I was at the time playing with some cyberpunk
characters concepts during my late night weed
fueled sketching sessions. Grim people with
lots of tubes running beneath their skin, weird
mechanisms parts protruding out of their
faces, absurd endo-skeletons halfway shown...
I started to dig deep into the comic
masterpiece Hardboiled, Ghost In The Shell,
Deathburger's artwork...

I realized I really loved the idea of colliding cold cyberpunk imagery against the raw
organic dirtiness of this musical genre... Sure it would be challenging to make it
work because the association may seem a bit unnatural and odd at first, but in the
end that was exactly what convinced me to go on with this idea.
W ith a general theme and a basic idea for the outside illustration, what could we do
for the inside and the pop-up? As each band would be covering a song from the
other, the concept of having the 2 illustrations responding to each other started to
take root. The outside artwork of the sleeve would communicate and work with the
inside artwork.
Playing with this concept, I proposed Piotr to make
the outside illustration a splash page featuring the
cyberpunk cops ready to bust through an
apartment's door, while the inside illustration
would show the other side of the apartment's door,
where some weird demonic figures would be
emerging from smoking carcasses.
The pop-up pin-up center piece would be a gross
goat alien demon ripping out a guy's torso.
I liked the idea of having the tenants connected to
computers and VR, as if the strange creatures were
somehow directly downloaded from the internet.
21st centur y cyber demon summoning 101!

The organic and violent aspect of the
inside scene would contrast perfectly
with the dry coldness of the outside, all
the while playing well with the
opposition/ communication concept.
In order to emphasize that, the
apartment's door would be located exactly
at the same place on both sides. The 2
illustrations would then be mirroring
themselves through that door. I also
decided to use the same perspective grid
and vanishing point.
Once everything was more or less in
place, the sketching started, but at the
same time the pop-up mechanism
"problem" had to be resolved, because I
never had done anything like that
before... That would surely be
challenging, and truth be told, I was a bit
lost... But then... Out of nowhere....

THE X -M EN POP-UP TO THE RESCUE!
I was gifted the X-Men Pop-Up book a long time
ago, so this allowed me to study the different
mechanisms used to construct all kind of pop-ups.
A lot of wild and crazy ideas emerged, but in the
end reality settled-in and we opted for a "simple"
deploying pop-up in the centerfold.
I started to produce different prototypes at the
right size in order to cover all the aspects: How it
would fold, deploy, the maximum size... All the
while thinking about how it would be integrated
in the inside illustration... As I choose a tilted
horizon line, that was another difficulty I
encountered that I had to solve to make
everything work together.

TOOLS OF THE TRA DE:
I've started to use a A3 format AGPTEK light table one year ago, and I cannot stress
enough how much this simple tool has revolutionized my drawing habits. Simply
put, if you draw: BUY ONE! (or some similar product).
Before that my setup was simply to put a plexiglass plate on top of 2 piles of books
and then I would just put a light under it, caveman style. Needless to say, it was not
practical at all, as everytime I wanted to use a light table I had to assemble it, and
then put it all
back
once
finished...
Now
with this light
table I can almost
use it as a manual
Photoshop layer
function,
alternating
between sheets of
paper to sketch
and try different
things.

For this project all the sketches were
done with a Uni-ball Signo 0,7 mm
black gel ink, it feels really smooth
while drawing compared to other
ball pens. I also used an extra thin
LAMY Foutain pen with black Carbon
Ink. Despite its plastic shell, this is a
really quality tool, and the drawing
dib runs really smoothly across the
paper (it's been a while I haven't
sketched with a pencil).
For the final line art I used Microns rapidographs, from 01 for the lines and the
background, up to 08 for the outlines of the characters.
I also use a Pentel brush pen. I love its versatility, and its brush like tip allows to lay
both heavy thick blacks and precise thin lines, and you can also create some
interesting random paterns or dry brush effects.
For the white-outs I like the Uni-ball Signo broad white gel ink. It's not perfect, but
what it lacks in precision for the details it more than makes up with its thickness for
covering the black under it. (I'm open to recommendations by the way!)

Regarding the paper, lately I've been
using cheap printing paper for both
sketching and drawing the finished
artwork. The reason for that is that
when using a fancy quality paper I
always find myself sort of paralyzed by
the fear of wasting the page by making
a mistake. This mental state hinders my
flow as I am constantly worrying about
not fucking up. On the contrary, since
I've started using cheap paper I draw in
a much more carefree mood, my hand
running more freely, not fearing the
consequences of a misshapen. As a
result my drawings have now much
more energy than before.
For this finished piece I used a
CLAIRFONTAINE A3 format 250gr DCP
printing paper (for the sketches I used
the 100gr version). I really like it's
smoothness and thickness, and you can
still see through it when using the light
table.
THE ETERNA L BA TTLE BETWEEN TI GHTNESS A ND RA W
ENERGY
A lot of illustrators, me included, say that their
finishes artwork loses a lot of the raw energy
compared to the initial sketches. I feel that this is
because when drawing the finished piece your
constant mental attention is focused on trying not to
make a single mistake.
Because of not allowing the drawing hand to move
more freely and with more speed, as it's the case when
sketching, the result is often a loss of movement and
energy. As there can be several intermediary steps
between the first sketch and the finished art, each one
adds to this phenomenon.

Here are some great advice I found from other illustrators:
- Mental l y, al l ow the possibil ity for the fir st sk etch to maybe be the
finished piece. If you get it right the first time, then maybe consider using
this first piece as the final art, correcting with paste-ups and white-outs if
necessary.
- Keep pur posel y the sk etches used for tr acing the final ar t a bit r aw so
that when you're tracing on the light table you still have some drawing to do
and you're not just copying previous lines.
- Tr y to use a mor e "dir ty" styl e (using ink splatters, stains...) than your
habitual one (think Simon Bisley, Glenn Fabry, Dave McKean, John Mueller, Bill
Sienkiewicz, Daniel Warren Johnson for examples...). Sure tightness is
impressive, but I feel the key is to find the right balance in between, and
having already produced some "raw" finished artwork, one is able to dial
down one aspect of the other more freely.
- Embr ace the mistak es, or in other words : find a w ay to mak e it w or k !
I used to redo my art a lot of times (I still do, but less than before...) as I
wanted everything to be perfect. But often as a result I ended up with a
finished piece having no apparent "big mistake", but not having any great
parts neither. Now I'm fine having a finished piece with some parts I really
love if the price to pay is to have a few mistakes here and there... And in the
end you can always try to use those mistakes: what if I cover it up entirely this
in black? W hat if I throw a splatter here? W hat if draw something else using
this mistake? This allow a bit of randomness and the results might end up
really unexpected and interesting...

- Stop consider ing the cur r ent piece you'r e w or k ing on as your per fect
definitive ar tw or k .
Instead consider it just as
another
learning step
before the next illustration.
I used to be really
discouraged
by
the
difference
in
quality
between
my
finished
artwork and the one of my
idols. As a consequence I
would redo a thousand
times the same piece over
and over, losing little by
little in the process any
pleasure and excitement I
may have had in the
beginning. In the end all I
had was some overdone
artwork I wasn't even
happy with...
Now if I'm not entirely
happy with a piece I'm
working on, I'm able to
just say to myself : finish it,
and the next one will be
better!
Concentrate on what was
done right and see the
mistakes not as flaws but
instead as opportunities to
learn from and cues on
what to focus in order to be
better
for
the next
illustration.

Done is better than per fect!

Sk etch r eady for tr acing

Fir st go to tighten things up a bit

Finished ar tw or k

21st CENTURY DI GI TA L
COLORI ST
Before the inking part, I
construct my final sketch
digitally (I prefer to use GIMP
than Photoshop as I always loved
the freeware spirit) and then I
print it out at the intended size
in order to trace it using the
light table.
Regarding the final inked line
art, I scan it at 600 dpi in grayscale mode. The cleaning is done playing with the levels
and the burn and dodgefunctions. For this particular piece I cleaned up the paste-ups
using the tampon tool.
For the coloring part, one very useful technique that I discovered not so long ago is
the "Flats" method: on a separate layer one colors each individual part of the
drawing with a particular color (the colors don't matter at this stage), and the
objective is to have a layer in which you can select a zone by using the select by color
function. You can then quickly select and modify entire parts of your drawing
individually. This method takes a bit of time at first (2 hours for the outside
illustration for example), but saves you a lot of time afterwards when you want to
try different things quickly.

.

As for the final coloring choices, my objective now is more to try
to create a mood than to try to color everything the "right" color.
I feel it conveys much more emotion and intent. I wanted the
outside and the inside illustrations to have different atmospheres
while still sharing a common feel.
As explained earlier, the 2 artworks have to work together, so I
wanted the coloring to magnify this effect. I started the outside
piece with a blue tone that would perfectly dress those cops
characters in the coldness of a dystopian megaplex corridor.
W hile working on the coloring, it became evident the characters
needed a really opposite color in order to stand out from the
background, so I dressed them in shades of red and orange.
I feel the composition naturally draws the eye from the left, the heavy tubed face
guy being the more impressive, and then flows to the right until the apartment door
following those weirdos characters. So in order to parallel this I decided to I light
up a bit the door from the rest of the background.

Once your eye arrives at the door, you can now lose yourself in the details of the
ceiling, the floor, the characters... Well, at least that's what I tried!

In order to contrast a bit the coldness of the digital coloring, I scanned some paint and
splatters at a high resolution, and then I used those on a separate layer and I played
with the opacity to give the piece a more organic texture and bring a bit of life.

Well that's it... As of the writing of this zine, the inside illustration is not yet finished...
You'll have to wait for the physical version to see how all of this ends up!
Also the artwork had to be cropped to fit the vinyl format, but do not worry fellow
comic book nerds, you will be able to check out the original artworks in black & white
and color on my website: (www.gorkauztarroz.com) and then hit me up on my
Instagram @GRKZTR and say hello!

FUNK Y
FRA NK ENSTEI N LA THE
CUTTI NG
The vinyls will be fabricated
using the Lathe Cutting method
at Funky Frankenstein Recordsin
Tennessee.
W hat is LatheCutting?
Lathe Cutting is a process which utilizes a sharp cutting stylus to engrave or emboss
sound grooves onto a disk. Lathe cut records are an alternative to the modern
practice of pressing records with metal plates. In lathe cutting a voice coil is used
to drive a needle which cuts the sound waves into the revolving disk beneath it.
This method has long been used for producing lacquer masters, which are then
used to make metal plates for pressing. Most of the machines used for this
purpose were manufactured pre-1960. In more recent years many people (myself
included) have begun experimenting with utilizing these machines to produce
limited edition, unique records out of unorthodox materials such as picnic plates
and plastic disks. Because the grooves are cut rather than pressed the resulting
grooves have slightly less depth than traditional pressed records, meaning the
volume level is slightly decreased when compared to pressed records. However the
sound quality is generally complimented as being very good for a lo-fi product.
(extract from www.funkyfrankenstein.com)
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